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lie greatest _indirect enrolle:dent con Ls of hchool desegregation are in

the year of implementation. do cause post implementation year losses tend to
loss than normal, assessing costs over a five year period indicates the

tot 11 loss is reduced to zero or even 1 lenefit in all but 35 percent or

greater city school districts. In these school districts, the most extensive
planh inYolving white reassignmentet can result in an additional white enroll
ment. loss of almost 6 ,ercent over fivc year period. This is less than

hdlf the impl.dmentation year loss.

inese data also indicate that implementation year costs are greater when

sjiool desegregation plans are phased in, rather than completely implemented

in on'' year. In ;Addition, the evidence bresented here shows change in proportion
white td he minimal iv affected by school desegregation because of the tendency

for Din 0 and white enrollment change to be positively correlated with each other.

Finally, all hehoot desegregation plans show a net benefit in ipterracial

cealae, and paradoxically this benefit is greatest in school. districts at or

anove 35 percent black despite the fact that these are the school districts

wifil the greatest white enrollment loss.

:led:en 11: ta. EFFheT OF TdE MASS MEDIA

.;ews (,f schoel desegregation was analyzed in a sub sample of ten

court ordered ci for a year before sHlool desegregation. The d,Ata show

ctmmunity leadel-:dlip has very litt le effect on wbito flight or protest, but in

part this ., a fendtien tI the fact that there were very few statements

made by Laderh aboet school desegregation. in general, the more minimal the

sellool 01 pldh, the More lavorible were the statements. The evidence
ne,t-tive leadership statements rather

tbar the ete r wav arehed.

file news eedid eeveteige of ;;CA100. desegregatle did have an effect ee

i to flight M.lop,.nCent of Hr. (Ktent of the plan. The more negative the

of t to re it c r t he .14111 Le flight. in addition, Lit.'

average severity ot proLct. in the first six months of the pro desegregation

or also ha:-, an ,.ftict 1:1 witit,. !light indepon,:ent of the degree of school

deseyeee,at



secs _IIo tha
School Desegrega:im and Resegre2atiion*

Introduction

The study of policy impact involves a basic model in which an analyst

selects a policy innovation, preferably of a rather specific kind, identifies

toe goals of the policy, the target and/or target population, and assesses

the impact of that policy innovation on the target. Costs are typically

measured in collars and then subtracted from the benefits which

accrue to the target group.

Most analysts suggest, however, that such outcome evaluation distinguish

between the impact of a policy on the target situation or group, and its

jmpact on groups or situations other than the target (i.e. "spillover effects").

In addition, impact analysis (or outcome evaluation) should include future

as well as immediate conditions, direct costs in terms of resources devoted

to the program, and indirect costs, including loss of opportunities to do

other things.

The research on school desegregation has suffered from the failure to

consider these elements. In general, this research has seldom gone beyond

the immediate impact of the policy on the target group (e.g. minority

children) using a simple input-output paradigm.

Nevertheless, with the advent of court ordered, citywide school desegregation

plans around 1970, policymakers have become increasingly uneasy about the

possible indirect costs and spillover effects which may subvert the goals

of school desegregation. These goals can be conceptualized on several levels

depending on one's orientation and requirements, but certainly a basic

t



instrument -__ goal La simply interracial contact.

White flight in response to School desegregation is one c,mmunirvw4je,

unintended impact which may subvert this goal. It is assumed a priori that

such an impact is possible because there is a large body of literature which

suggests that neighborhood problems are a "push" factor behind exit from a

metropolitan neighborhood. (For example, see Orbell and Uno, 1972; Lansing

and Barth, 1964; Johnson 1975). School desegregation may present such a problem

or dilemma for many middle class, white families, particularly in light of

Wendell Bell's (1956) finding that the main reason given for a move to the

suburbs is that "it would be better for the children there."

From a policymaker's viewpoint write flight in response to school

desegregation might be seen as a risk or an indirect cost--i.e. it is not

normally a part of the cost/benefit analysis a local decisionmaker typically

_.calculates, but there is every reason to believe it should be since the

greater the white flight, the lower the interracial contact and the benefits

that accrue from it. Using Dye's (1975) terminology, white flight from

school desegregation can also be thought of as a spillover effect since it

affects the choice of schools and residence for white families and may further

contribute to the decay of central cities.

The research reported here is an attempt to assess this unintended

negative impact and to calculate the net benefit in interracial contact of

various school desegregation plans. Salamon (1976) argues that much policy

impact research is misleading because it neglects the time dimension. The

real impact of public policies may not appear until after a considerable

period of time. The long run impacts may support, negate, or even reverse

the immediate effects.



The failure to do this kind of analysis leaves 1Dolic7makers :he captive of

far more limited--and frequently negativeearly pro-:am casequences.

This study differs from previous studies in that it is longitudinal

and quasi-experimental. This

allows us to assess the impact of school desegregation on white enrollment

'oefore, clur'-ng, and after im-Dlementat: ,!oreover, unlike other studies, this

national study of 113 school districts includes data on school desegregation

plans and the proportion of students reassigned of each race.

Backs: .pound

The decline in white public school enrollment began,long before the

advent of court ordered school desegregation plans in the early 1970's.

Urban economists such as Clotfelter (1977) and Katzman (1977) suggest it is

in large part a function of the post World War II suburbanization trend

resulting from (1) market forces such as rising incomes and changes in

production and transportation; (2) public policies providing subsidies to

transportation, highways, and middle income suburban housing; and (3) discrimina-

tion agains blacks, causing them to be underrepresented in suburbs relative

to their economic status. Central city crime and city-suburban fiscal

disparities have also been suggested as possible stimulants of this white

middle class exodus to the suburbs.

In addition, th,2 declining white birth rate has on its own ca,ised a

reduction of almost .ine percent in overall white school enrollments since 1968.

The yearly decrease L.; now almost 2 percent. The black school age population,

on the other hand, continued to increase until 197 or 1975, raising the

percentage black among all elementary and secondary students from 13.4 percent

in 1968 to 14.4 percent in 197 =, (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976) . Recently,
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The Evidence

The nrevious research e aminin4 schocl segregati on and its impsat on

white 'flight can be divided into :++o categories: :he early studies tha: found

little or no white flight, (Clotfelter, 7976,,.; Frley, 1975; Bosse__, 1975;

Frey, 1977; Pettigrew and Green, 1976; Giles, Gatlin and Cataldo, 1976; Bosco

and Robin, 1974; Mercer and Scout, 1974; Jackson, 1975) and the later studios

which included southern cities and the 1973 school year and found significant

white flight as a resul: of school ,71,-,s-ag.regar.l.fn. (Coleman, K 117, and Moore,

1975b; Farley, 1976; Clotfelter, 1976b; Clotfelter, 19775; Armor, 1976; Lord,

1975; Munford, 1973).

A careful reading of these studies indicates the most important reasons

for the divergent findings are sample and time differences, rather than

methodological differences. As Figure 1 illustrates, the characteristics

of desegregation plans have changed over time. With each Year after 1970, a

larger proportion of white students are reassigned to formerly black schools

in the average desegregation plan. if the extent of white reassignments is a

critical variable, then the time period of the study will be equally important

unless such reassignments are explicitly controlled for. In none of these

studies is this done.
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Figure 1: The Average Percentage of Students Reassigned in

1972 1973 1974

a Desegregation Fla..)

1975
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inc'ex si-

was :=Ibuted oi. each sch2o1

:orroborating evidence I-1

related ih the index of dissimileri:y.

1.e pr. e lge rea signed = riser_: s

the percentage of blacks reassigned to white schools.

.incl

we regress chan:::e

in white enrollment on student reassignments, as shown in Table con

predict e:rect wr,7:.:e and back reas..:ignments

in a school district. According to the logic of the index of dissimilaritv,

in a perfectly rational system, reassigning five percent of the black students

to white schools should result in a reduction of five percentage points in

the index. This is also true of white reassignments to black schools. The

fact that a given proportion of black or white reossigr.ments does not result in

exactly the same reduction in segregation is the result of measurement error in

calculating black and white reassignments from school district questionnaires and

school enrollment data, and the fact that students are not always reassigned

in the most technically rational manner for some very good political reasons.

Still, the fit.is quite good despite this.

HYPOTHESES

The general literature on central city white flight, as well as that

on school desegregation and white enrollment change, suggest a number of

hypotheses whicl- :an be tested 'cy the. available data. First, virtually all

studies agreo that the proportion black in a school syste.n is an important

determinant of white public school enrollment. If the proportion black in a

school system is high, whites will avoid moving into that school district,

and other whites may hasten their move to the suburbs or transfer their

children to private schools.



Tab le 1

Predicting Change in the Index of
Dissimilarity with School Desegregation Reassignmentsa

Black Reassignments Only Total Segregation

5%
-7.7

10%
-11. 4

15%
-15 . I

20%
-18.8

25%
-22.5

30%
-26.2

40% -33.6

50%
-41.0

60%
-48.4

White Reassignments Only

2%
-5.5

5%
-7. 8

10%
-11.6

15%
-15.3

20%
719. 1

25%
-22.9

30%
-26.7

1

Black and White Reassisaments

L12.910% blacks, 2% whites
10% blacks, 5% whites -15 .2

20% blacks , 5% 'whites -22.6

30% b lacks , 5% whites -30.0

20% blacks, 10% whites -26.4

30% blacks, 15% whites -37.6

40% blacks, 20% w:
-48. 7

50% blacks, 25% T _tes -59.9

60% blacks, 25% white -67.3

aThe prediction equation is .Seg = -3.997188-74.957011 BR% -75 . 600210WR%



In addition, various studies (Frey, 1977, Coleman, et. al., 1975b) have

suggested that southern cities have higher rates of white suburbanization,

and thus white public school enrollment decline, than northern cities. Although

there is no direct evidence on this, it may be a function of greater sensitivity

to the proportion black in a school system, as well as delayed industrialization

resulting in delayed suburbanization.

The unemployment rate should be negatively related to changes in whit?.

enrollment. A high level of unemployment deters families from moving to a

city and encourages residents to leave (Lowry, 1966; Greenwood, 1975). White

enrollment also appears to be responsive to the social class of the school

system population. The higher the income level or educational level of a

school population, the less incentive for middle class parents to transfer

tneir children to private schools or to relocate to another school system.

In addition, the school system will be perceived as desirable to white families

moving into the SMSA (Mayo, 1975; Jackson, 1975).

The common wisdom is that higher crime rates serve as an impetus to

white middle class outmigration to the suburbs. Nevertheless, at least

three studies have suggested there is no relation (Droettboom, 1971; Guterbock,

1976; Frey, 1977). Droettboom found moves associated with the perception of

crime to be undertaken more often by low income individuals and to be

associated with within-city relocation rather than suburban relocation.

Still, the overwhelming belief that crime does cause middle class whites to

move out serves as an incentive to test this effect.

During the 1960's and 1970's large densely populated cities grew more

slowly than smaller cities (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975). Suburbs

wire generally perceived as more desirable than central cities by middle

class, white populations.
Therefore, we would hypothesize

that the larger a school system, and the more densely populated a city,

(
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the greater the negative change in white public school enrollment.

Several studies of schoot desegregation and white flight have found

the difference in the segregation of a school district relative to the

SMSA to be positively related to white enrollment change. (Farley, 1976;

Coleman, et. al., 1975). In other words, the more desegregated a school

district is relative to the SMSA, the more white movement out of the school

district to other more segregated school districts.

There appears to be a linear trend toward greater white enrollment decline

(Farley, 1976). In part, this may be a function of the measure: proportion

white enrollment change. As the base gets smaller, even the same white

enrollment loss will result in a larger proportional' loss. Therefore, it is assumed

the year will be positively related to the proportion white enrollment decline.

There is evidence that the quality of education, in some objective sense, has

an effect on the choice of schools or school systems by white middle class

families (Bloom, Brown, and Jackson, 1975; Jackson, 1975) . Thus, it is

hypothesized that the higher the per pupil school expenditures, the lower

the white enrollment decline.

Finally, we would expect the extent of desegregation reassignments to

be related to white enrollment decline. The most recent studies indicate that

the greater the reduction in segregation, the greater the reduction in white

enrollment. However, the measure used here distinguishes between the effect

of white reassignments to black schools and black reassignments to white schools.

The few case studies that have examined this have found white reassignments to

black schools to result in substantically larger white enrollment decline

than black reassignments to white schools (Giles, Gatlin, and Cataldo, 1976;

Lord, 1975).

The research on additional plan characteristics has been limited. Busing

distances have been found to be unrelated to white enrollment change (Giles,
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Gatlin, and Cataido, 1976). Some of the variables Calculated from the

data collected in this study are so badly skewed, or hL =elated with

the pr portion of students reassigned, that they are misleading or unreliable.

One variable that can be used is the grade level desegregated. We would

expect greater white losses if a plan involves elementary schools than if

it involves high schcols because there is greater white opposition to

elementary school desegregation (Taylor and Stinchcombe, 1977).

Finally, the literature suggests an interaction effect between the

proportion black in a school district and the extent of desegregation (Coleman,

1975b; Farley, 1977) , Therefore, we assume that similar desegregation reas-

signments will cause greater white enrollment decline in larger proportion

black school districts than in smaller proportion black school districts.

This research suggests a basic analytic model, designed to explain the

proportion change in white public school enrollment. The estimating equation

is of the following form:.

IWE = a bl (°; BLACK) + b (REGION) + b
3

(CRIME) + b,;

(SIZE) + b5 (DENSITY) -.- b6 (SES) + b7 (S.D. /SMSAAEG.)

+ b8 (UNEMPLOY) + b9 (YEAR) + b10 (SCHOOL EXPEND.) +

b11 (% WK. REASS.) + b19 (% BL. REASS.) b13 (% WH. REASS. X

% BLACK) + b14 (% BL. REASS. X % BLACK) + b15 (GRADE) + e

where

is,WE is the proportion change in white enrollment from the

previous year,

7, BLACK is the proportion black in the school system,

REGION is a dummy variable indicating southern region of

the country,
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CRIME is the_per car' 2 rate,

SIZE is the school _copulation size,

DENSITY is the city population per square mile,

SES is the income and educational level of the city population,

S.D./SMSA SEG. is the ratio of school district segregation to

SMSA segregation using the index of dissimilarity,

UNEMPLOY is the unemployment rate`inthe city,

YEAR is the year being analyzed,

SCHOOL EXPEND. is the per pupil school expenditures,

% WH REASS. is the proportion of white students reassigned to

black or formerly black schools,

BL REASS. is the proportion of black students reassigned

to white or formerly white schools, and

GRADE is the grades involved in the desegregation plan.

A quasi-- experimental, interrupted time series design is used in this

analysis. This strengthens the inferences that can be made with regard to

the effect of desegregation actions by allowing us to test for effects

peculiar to the periods before, during, and after desegregation. Such

a design necessira.:e!..3 determiniug one "major" desegregation year. For school

districts that deseg7e67re1 in two az three year seqtlential plans the first

year of mandatory a. egresitl was chosen as the desegregation year, although

it may have be_a the smaL;st of the total implementation

period (e.g. Boston). Fcr_ school - .trLcts had several different

desegregation plans separated by twc or more years, the year of the largest

reassignment was chosen as r.he desegregation year.
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IMPLEMENTATION YEAR EFFECT

Appendix I shows the percentage white enrollment change before and after

the major school desegregation plan. The school districts are divided into

groups and within each group ordered by the sum of the percentage of black

students reassigned to white schools (the first rounded off number in

column 2) and the percentage of white students reassigned to formerly black

schools (the second number in column 2) in the major desegregation year

(which divides the pre and post desegregation white enrollment change in

the table). Column 3 contains the change in the index of dissLmilarity

(from T-2) in the major desegregation year. The greater the negative change

in the index, the greater the reduction in school system segregation. The

la).;t column in Appendix 1 contains the final (usually Fall 1975) index of

iiissimilarity.6 The higher the index, the greater the segregation remaining

in the school system. The third column from the end contains the residual

white enrollment decline associated with the maior desegregation plan

predicted from the pre desegregation time series. The second to the last

column indicates the statistical significanc,a._cf this difference between

predicted and actual enrollment in the desegregation year.? School districts

that have implemented extensive desegregation are more likely to a

statistically significant (.05 or better) residual losS. Only three of the

control school districts have a s16,ni:icant loss.

Table 2 shows the amount of white enrollment change associated with

different levels of school desegregation, as well as the predicted T+0 white

enrollment change, the T+0 difference between predicted and actual, and the

significance of that difference. Only the two most extensive white reassignment

plans have a significant loss, although in general, the difference between

predicted and actual increases with each increment in reassignments even
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16% Whites Reass,

5-16% White Reass.

0-w5% White Reass,

TABLE 2

Pre and Post DesevegatIon I, Atte EnrothentChanE

White Enrollment Chan ,e Pre aid Post Dese re ation
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-2.1 -1.9 -4.7 -5.4 -2.0 -4.3 -13.6 -6.8 -6.8 -2,7 -2,2 ,9
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0 Whites,>0-,'5% Bia :ks Reass, -5.8 -4.2 -1.4 -2.6 -3.4 2.2 -4.5 -4,3 -4.7 -5.6 -66
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.005

.005
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N.S.
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without for other factors. Nevertheless, this increment in

loss appears to be short,term. Indeed, those school districts that

reassigned the most white students seem to have less white enrollment

decline in T+4 or later than would be expected from their pre desegregation

trend. (This will be analyzed more formally later in the paper.)

After testing numerous equations, and eliminating unstable and unrelated

variables,8 the equations shown in Table 3 were derived Equation 1 is the

most parsimonious. of those with the proportion of black white students

reassigned as the desegregation variable. As with all equations, the

proportion black in a school district is far and away the most significant

variable predicting white enrollment losses. It vastly overshadows any

desegregation variables. If we compare equation 1 to equation 2 (comparable to

Coleman's and 4rley's simplest equations), we can see the change in

segregation (index of dissimilarity) obscures the differential impact of

black and white reassignments. Equation 2 is also unsatisfactory becau.s,

it does not take into account past reassignments, yet this type of single

year analysis is typical of previous studies. While T-1 and T-2 white

reassignments have some residual importance, T-1 and T-2 black reassignments

have a zero coefficient. Even black reassignments in the year of implementation

have an insignificant standardized regression coefficient of -.07.

Another important variable is the central city school district/SMSA

segregation ratio indicating that the more segregated the SMSA is relative

to the central city in the year of implementation, the greater the white

enrollment decline. The unemployment rate is positively related to white

enrollment loss, reflecting relocation in search of jobs, a phenomenon

which is much more characteristic of whites than of blacks (McAllister,

Kaiser, and Butler, 1971). The crime rate is insignificantly negatively
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Table 3

Predicting % White Enrollment Change 7+0

L10

L
10

% Wh. Reass. x
235% Black

Ea. 1

a

Beta

% whites Reass. T-1 -.049* -.17
(.027)

Ea. 2 Ea. 3

b Bata

a

*Significant at ;05 oz better : F ratio.

allot entered in equation
°Numbers in parentheses are :he standard error of the b.

Beta

E. 4
B Beta

% Black T-1 -.191* -.56 -.706* -.60 -.273* -.30 -.796* -.87

(.032)° (.;031) (.117) (.053)

Southern City -.041* -.16 -.055* -.22 -.039* -.15 -.037* -.14

(.025) (.022) (.025) (.024)

Unemployment Rate -.340 -.09 -.4:70* -.13 -.330 -.09 -.450* -.13

(.310) (,310) (.310) (.300)

Crime Rate -.257 -.06 -.321 -.08 -.233 -.06 -.124 -.03

(.37) (.372) (.376) (.365)

L % Whites Reass. T -2 -.011 -.04 a
-(.(01) -.05

10 (.029) (.00;59)

-.05

-.045* -.16 -.046* -.15

(.027) (.026)

S.D.ISMSA seg. ratio .07* .24 .06* .20 .070* .23 .064 .21

(.02) (.03) (.029) .028

L
10

% Whites Reass. -.020* -.22 a -.009 -.11 -.014 -.15

(.011)
(.018) (.011)

L
10

% Blacks Reass. -.002 -.03 a -.002 -.03 -.002 -.02

(.009) (.009) (.008)

L10 % Wh. Reass. K 0 51k. a a .031* -.27 a

(.043)

a a -.021* -.36
(.009)

Llseg. Index a .0012* .28 a a

(.0004)

Constant -.246 .195 -.225 -.206

t .59 .55 .59 .62

Observations 109 107 109 109



related r.o white enrollment change, although the zero order correlation

is -.31.

Another hypothesis not supported by the data is that per pupil expendi-

tures are positively related to enrollment change. This is not the

case even in years prior to implementation, either at the zero order level

or in the multiple regression equations. This may be due to the fact that

since the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, central city

school districts have had fairly high per pupil expenditures relative to the

suburbs. Despite this, they are still perceived as undesirable by white

middle class families, primarily because of their class and racial composition.

Education, income, and size also have no significant relationship to white

enrollment change.

The implementation year has nc effect either. This is an important

finding because it indicates plan characteristics are the cause of negative

impacts, not the time period. When the proportion of whites reassigned is

controlled for, the year has no independent effect.

Equation 3 in Table 3 shows the result of adding an interaction effect.

This interaction variable is based on the assumption that similar white

reassignments to black neighborhoods will cause greater white enrollment

losses as the black proportion gets larger. The psychological explanation

for this is that white parents perceive the black ghetto as a more threatening

and dangerous place, the larger it is and the greater the probable proportion

black in the receiving school, based on the city proportion. While eq,_ =ion

3 supports this assumption, the coefficients being strong and statistically

significant, we can see that equation 4 is actually a better explanation

of the effect of a large percentage black in a school district.9

Equation 4 tests for a proportion black "threshold effect." This is

suggested by the research of Giles, Gatlin, and Cataldo (1976: V-9). They
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found that while the rejection rate of whites increased when the school

they were reassigned to was 30 percent or more black, it did not continue

to increase very much once that threshold had been crossed. Equation 4

supports this finding, although the threshold observed here is 35 percent

black. This suggests an important distinction between the social dynamics

of a changing neighborhood, whence came the tipping point theory, and centrally

administered school desegregation. In the latter situation, there is not a

great deal of difference between a school that is 35 percent black and one

50 percent black to a parent willing to send his children to a 35 percent

black school. This is because the school's racial balance is centrally

controlled. Unlike schools in changing neighborhoods, the proportion black

in that school is "guaranteed" by the school administration, relatively

stable over time, and usually reflective of the citywide proportion rather

than of a racially changing neighborhood.

All equations are a failure in predicting Memphis's desegregation loss--

the best equation (4) only predicts a loss rate of -24 percent when in fact,

Memphis had a loss rate of -35 percent upon desegregation.10 The equations

conservatively predict desegregation loss in those school districts like

Boston, Louisville, Memphis, Pontiac, and San Francisco which had a great

deal of protest and violence associated with desegregation. (In another

analysis of a sub-sample of ten cities I found protest to have an independent

effect on white loss. See Rossell, 1978.) In addition, all equations over-

estimate the amount of white enrollment change in Berkeley. According to these

equations Berkeley normally should have had almost four times the annual white

enrollment lo7a that it did for a school district that was 45 percent black.

It was not until they desegregated that they assumed this "normal" loss rate.

While this is a school desegregation effect, only the time series estimate in

Appendix 1 accurately predicts that.
11

6_I



Because of problems of multicollinearity, we are left in the dark

regarding interaction effects between black reassignments and the percentage

black in a school district. One way of testing this is to select for

analysis only those school districts that did not mandatorily reassign whites.

This will not resolve the problem of how much the white reassignment inter-

action effect masks a black reassignment interaction effect, but it will

be useful in determining if there is such an effect. The proportion whites

reassigned voluntarily--usually to magnet schools-has no relationship

whatsoever to percentage white enrollment change. This equation gives a

better estimate of loss rates for school districts that only reassign black .

students and are at or above 35 percent black than Equation 4 in Table 3.

Tables 5, 6 and 7 indicate the percentage white enrollment change for

hypothetical student' reassignments broken down by the scope of the school

district: northern city, countywide, and southern city. Because the school

districts in Tables 6 and 7 are at or above 35% black, the equation shown in
.0

Table 4 was used to predict the white enrollment change for plans with only black

student reassignments. This includes the black reassignment/35% black inter-

action effect. Equation 4 in Table 3 was used to predict the white enrollment

change for white only reassignments and two way plans. It should be noted

that the white only reassignment plan predictions are merely developed in



Table 4

Predict:_ng T White Enrollment Change T+0 in
chool Districts With No

Mandatory White Reassignments

b Beta

% Black T-1 -307* -1.13
(.068)

Southern City -.050 .16

(.046)

Unemployment Rate -.! -.13

S.D./SMSA Seg. Ratio .042 .12

(.050)

L.10 % Blacks Reass. T-I -.007 .05

(.032)

L10 % Blacks Reass. T-2 -.005 .04

(.029)

L10 % Blacks Reass. T+0 .004 .06

(.011) '

L10 % Blacks Reass. x " 35% Black" -.027 ,54

(.012)

Constant, .001

r
2 .57

Observations 66

*Significant at .05 or better

allot entered in equ.arion

bNumbers in parentheses are the standard error of the b.



Table 5

Predicting % White Enroll=en: :mange
School Desegregation Reassignner.ts for

School Districts L3

SMSARb = . 81 No. Re ass ign7-,,.a :s

School Deserecza _an

Northern ,

Northern Southern Southern

City C c Ian C7 Ci

-.7 .5 -4.3

SMSAR = . 71 5 Z blacks :sass.
-.!ci

-1.6 .3 -5.2

SMSAR = .66 n
w

10 % blacks reass. -1.9 .2, -5.6

SMSAR = .36 ..'. . 20 % blacks reass. -2.7 .2 -6.3

SMSAR = .46 ..-. n
tr.

30 % blacks reass. -3.3 .1 -6.9

SMSAR = .34 7...

o o
40 % blacks reass. -4.1 .1 -7.8

SMSAR = .27 z --4 50 % blacks reass. -4.6 .09 -8.2

1. N
SMSAP, = .71 C.4 5 % whites reass. -3.7 -1.8 -7.3

:3-4
SMS AR = .66 10 % whit=s -sass. -4.5 -2. -8.0

=
SMSAR = .56

3
20 % whites reass. -5.4 -2.6 -9.1

SMSAR = .46 30 % whites reass. -6.3 -2.9 -10.0

SMSAR = .61 10 % blacks, 5% whites -4.6 -2 .1 -8.3

SMSAR = .51 20 % blacks, 5% whites -5.3 -2.2 -9.0

SMSAR = .41 30 % blacks, 3% whites -6.0 -2.2 -9 .6

SMSAR = 40\% blacks, 10% whites -7.5 -2.6 -L1.2

SMSAR s .09 30.Z blacks , 15% whites -8. 7 -12. 4

SMSAR = .04 30 %Iblacks , 20% whites -9.2 -3.1 -.9
SMSAR = .00 60 Z 'blacks , 23% whites -9 .6 -3.2 -13.3

aThis is equation 4 of Table 3. The following variables are held cons tart at t:he :teen: 7.1-7:ne

rate ( .060) , unemployment (.051) , T-2 White reassign=encs (0) , T-1 White reassigarents (0) and

Z black is set at .130. while the desegregation variables are varied as shown.

bThe COUnty SMSAR is set at a constant of 1.0. For non-cotuity northern and southern sahccl

districts the mean pre-desegregation for this group of school districts is the base. Subseql:ent

ntductions the ratio are reductions of the mean city index of dissimilarity accordi,ng to the

formula Lseg = - 3 . 997 - 74. 057 13Rn - 75. 600 W R Y, 7 o

holding the S-.MSA index constant at . 8 1 .

r,
4.,



Table 6

Predicting White Enrollment Change Nith
School Desegregation Reassignments for

School Districts 35% Black

Northern,

Northern Southern Southern

City County City

ABLE 4:School Districts With No Mend. White Reassignmntsa

!TSAR = .81c

MSAR = .72
MSAR = .67
MSAR = .58
MSAR = .49
MSAR = .39
MSAR = .30

'c0.)

cll
W

cr,
0z

No Reassignments
5 % blacks reass.
10% blacks reass.
20% blacks reass.
30% blacks reass.
40% blacks reass.
50% blacks reass.

-2.2

-6.2
-6.8
-7.6
-8.0
-8.3
-8.6

1.7
-2.2
-2.9
-3.6
-4.0
-4.3
-4.5

-7.2

-11.2
-11.9
-12.6
-13.0
-13.4
-13.6

Q. 4, TABLE 3:A11 School Districtsb

MSAR = .81 0 w No reassignments .2 1.0 -3.9

MSAR = .72 u a
0

5 % whites reass, -6.8 -5.0 -10.4

MSAR = .67 cr) 10% whites reass. -8.1 -6.0 -11.8

110AR = .57 20% whites reass. -9.8 -7.1 -13.5

;MSAR = .48
C
7 ..,, 30% whites reass. -11.0 -7.7 -14.7

;MSAR = .62 10% blacks, 5% whites -7.7 -5.3 -11.4

;MAR = .53 20% blacks, 5% whites -8.4 -5.3 -12.0

MAR = .44 30% blacks, 5% whites -9.0 -5.4 -12.6

DISE.R = .30 40% blacks, 10% whites -10.9 -6.4 -14.6

UASAR =. .16 :0% blacks, 15% whites -12.4 -7.1 -16.1

314SAR = .11 50% blacks, 20% whites -13.2 -7.5 -16.9

)MSAR = .00 60% blacks, 25% whites -14.3 -7.8 -17.9

a
Crime rate and unemployment set at mein and previous reassignments 0.

Equation 4 of Table 3, see description in footnote a, Table 5.

cCaiculation described in footnote b, Table 5.

(

3



Table

White Enrollment Change With School

Desegregation Reassignments for
School Districts 55% Black

Northern
City

Northern,
Southern Southern
County____ City

ABLE 4: SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH NO MAAD. WHITE REASSIGNMENTSa

8.3
-12.3
-13.0
-13.7
-14.1
-14.5

-14.7

- 5.5
-12.1
-13.5
-15.1
-16.3

-13.0
-13.6

-14.2
-16.1
-17.6

-18.4
-19.7

- 8.2
-12.2
-12.8
-13.5
-13.9
-14.2
-14.4

4.7
-10.9
-11.9
-13.0
-13,6

-11.2
-11.3
-11.3
-12.4
-13.0
-13.4
-13.8

-13.3
-17.3
-17.8
-18.7
-19.2
-19.5
-19.7

- 9.2
-15.8
-17.1
-18.8
-19.9

-16.7
-17.3
-17.9
-19.8
-21.3
-22.0
-23.3

;MBAR = .90c
1MSAR = .81
iMSAR = .77
;MSAR = .68
iMSAR = .59
;MBAR = .50
;MAR = .41

KQ. 4, TABLE

No Reassignments
5 % blacks reass.
10% blacks reass.
20% blacks reass.
30% blacks reass.
40% blacks reass.
50% blacks reass.

3: ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS5

SMSAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =

SMSAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =
MAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =
SMSAR =

.90

.81

.76

.67

.58

.72

.63

.54

.41

.28

.23

.09

W C
4-t
-pi

03 cn
0 W

'M 7.)

=
0 1)

No Reassignments
5 % whites reass.
10% whites reass.
20% whites reass.
30% whites reass.

10% blacks, 5% whites
20% blacks, 5% whites
30% blacks, 5% whites
40% blacks, 10% whites
50% blacks, 15% whites
50% blacks, 20% whites
60% blacks, 25% whites

aCrime rate and unemployment set at mean and previous reassignments 0.

bEquation 4 of Table 3, see description in footnote a, Table 5.

cCalculation described in footnote '5, Table 5.



order to compare them to the black only plans. school district has ever

reassigned only whites and probably never will. the equations under-

estimate the percentage whi: 5 ,7h,)oL districts with

no reassignments. Therefore, it may be more instructive to use the 5

percent black reassignments as the base line for comparing the "cost" of

additional reassignments.

Several things stand out in these tables. First, the negative effect

of a given proportion of white reassignments is almost double that of the

same proportion of black reassignments. Second, the negative effect of

school desegregation on white enrollments is much less in countywide school

districts. In Table 4, we can see the loss rate for northern school districts

reassigning 5 percent of their whites almost tripled with an increase to 60

percent black, 25 percent white reassigned whereas the countywide school

districts had less than a doubling. If we consider both proportional .

change and absolute enrollment Change, countywide school districts have

demonstrably less negative effects when they desegregate.

Finally, because the equation ,contains a dummy variable for southern

city school districts, we can ex the differential loss rates in those

school districts. The data demonstrate higher loss rates for southern city

school districts even for similar levels of proportion black and in the absence

of school desegregation. This is substantiated by findings by Frey (1977)

that southern cities had higher levels of white suburbanization than

northern cities in the 1965-1970 period. He argues this had little or no

relationship to racial factors. The South may be going through its period

of rapid suburbanization a decade or so later than the North. There also

may be an interaction effe.ct between school desegregation reassignments

and white flight that cannot be isolated because of multicollinearity

and sampling fluctuations.



POST LIPLEMENTATIO:; EF7P.CT

Phasing in Desegregation

Because most of the comparaLve altd2be

white flight have been pooled time series cross-sectional analyses, no one

has thought to examine whether phasing in a plan over a two or three year

period has any impact on change in white enrollment, controlling for the

total amount reassigned. As Appendix 1 indicates, many school districts

do indeed phase in their school desegregation plans. (This is also

indicated by an asterisk attached to the yearly percentage white enrollment

change) .
12

One way of analyzing the effect of phasing in a plan is to use the total
1

three year white -enrollment change (T+0 T-1)+(T+1 T+0)±(T+2 - T+1) /T-1

as the dependent variable and dummy variables denoting one year or multiple

year white or black reassignr2nt plans.13 The results of this analysis are

shown in Table 8. Although the coefficients are not very reliable, this

analysis indicates that phased in plans result in more white flight than

one year plans even when the total amount reassigned and the interaction effect

are controlled for. If a school district reassigns 40 percent of its black

students, and 10 percent of its white students over a two or three year

period, instead of a one year period, it will have an additional / percentage

point white enrollment loss.

Long Term Impact

A. White Enrollment Change. Table 9 shows the zero order correlations,

and the partial correlations controlling for percent black, between three

measures of desegregation and white enrollment change in the years before

and after school desegregation.
This analysis suggests that, even without

controlling for subsequent reassignments, school desegregation's effect on

white enrollment is negative only in the year of implementation, or the



The of D-,,, on
'White

b Beta

Average 7 Black -.531*
(.103)

Southern -.064* -.14
(.042)

UnerraLoy::anr. Rare -.973 -.13
(.760)

SD/SMS,!.. Seg. Ratio .145* .29

(.054)

L
10

Reass. .002 .02

(.035)

Lio ,% Blacks Reass. .004 .08
(.027)

L10 % :4-bites Reass. x >.357 'Black -.022
(.017)

One Year Black Reass. Plan .011 .04

(.049)

One Year Thie Raass. Plan -.025 -.09
(.051)

Two or Three Year ",;hie Reass. Plan -.057 -.17
(.063)

Two or Three Year 31ack Reass. .005 .01

(.075)

Constant -.020

r2 .64

Observations 101

aoic.gnilicant at .05 or better.



Dle

Correlations of School Desegregation
T+0 With % White Enrollment

Change

Zero Order

YEAR

T-2 T-1 T+0 T+1 T +2 T+3 T+4 T+5

L
10

% Whites Reass. T+0 1? -.03 -.45 -.03 .09 .14 .26 .38

L
10

% Blacks Reass, T+0 .26 .16 -.18 .09 .30 .27 .34 .43-

G Segregation T+0 -.29 -.15 .27 -.13 -.24 -.21 -.30 -.48

97 106 109 108 104 95 77 39

Cc ttrolling for Percent Black

L
10

% Whites Reass.R T+0 .17 0 -.50 -.06 .10 .14 .29 .48

Lio % Blacks Reass. T+0 .16 -.04 -.41 -.07 .20 .16 .23 .40

LI Segregation T+0 24 -.06 .44 -.06 -.19 -.15 -.25 -.51

df 93 103 105 105 101 90 73 36



year after if there have been e reassi.Eaments.

The multiple regression eq a ons ',own

different .E:attern, although the coefficients are no
15

re Thie. aese

equations suggest that far school districts that are less than 35 percent

black mere Jail',"
I c'

Lmpact is positive. For school districts greater than 35 percent black

a net positive Lmpact does not occur until 1+4. If we can trust the rather

unreliable coefficients, all school districts that have desegregated (even

with the most extensive two way reassignment plan) hove less white enrollment

loss by 1+4 than would re predicted from the:r school system characteristics.

There are several plausible, but unproveable, explanations for this

seemingly positive effect of school desegregation on white enrollment.

One possibility is that districn:ide plans offer a guarantee of racial balance

that might substantially reduce the suburban relocation or private school

enrollment of white students living in transitional or fringe areas. With

a citywide plan, such "transitional" schools may have a reduction i.. proportion

black to the citywide proportion, thus re,ducing the "push" factor.

In addition, it is possible that if there is a greater than normal loss

in one or two years, there will be a less than normal loss in subsequent

years because there is only so much available housing and private schooling

in an SMSA. In other words, the "pull" factor is reduced. It is also possible

that whites retarn to the public schools around 1+4, when the plan has settled

into routine operation and the cost of private schooling becomes a greater

and greater burden.16

If school desegregation continues to have this positive effect on white

enrollment in post implementation years in school districts less than 35

percent black, the implementation year loss should eventually be made up.



2...f.fect 2esit %raga ":11.i :a

a.ri.ge i SLU.--secc..:ear ':tars

7-3
3ecl 3er.a. 3eca.

31.3c..k 3'a a: 3err.37-... -.3.13* -.36 -..109* -. 37 1354 -.73 --.7.94* -. ?:

(.351) (..3.54) ., .367; .286',

Southern 01:7 -.317 -.39 -.02 .019 .10 -.303 -.03

( .020) 1.021)` (.023) (.334;

.ate r* - 360 -. -95* -.1.5 .013 .31 -.303

(.310) . 320) ' (.550)

Crime Rata ( :3 70 ) 192 -36 .109 .05 .320 .519 .15

(.360) (.375) (.450) (.394)

SD/SFSA Sag .044* ..10 .365* .30 .038 .13 .002 .07

(.025) (.027) ( .034) (.304)

Z Whit.as Rea4-is. 7.4-0 .007
(.01.1)

.39 .003
(.011)

.34 -.00003
(.01421)

JO -.002
(.019)

-.03

31acks 3e ass. 7r-2r-10
-.0001

. 3009)
- .30 .31.3

(.20.?)
.21 .013

(.312)
.23 .016

(.013)
.27

-L° x 235; 31atic 7-1 -.305 .305 -.008 -.19 - .0004 -.31

( .011) 11) (.314) (.0132)

-10
'Whites RI:ass- 74-1 -.025 -.22 -.005 -.04 .036 .31 .021 .14

(.019) (.022) (.027) (.036)

Blacks Reass. 74-1 .30' .09 .00 7 , 09 -.308 -. 10 .01.2 .12

(.012) (.013) (.016) (.023)

Z Whtcas Rees. 7.4-1
2352 31.2.cic -.307 -.17 -.013 -. 43 -.003 -.37 -.009 -. 13

(.009) (.014) (.018) (.024)

1, 7 W .eWhites 3ass. 74-2 -.039* -.28 -.023 -.17 -.020 -.11
(.026) (.033) (.043)

-10
31acits Reass.

.009
(.014)

.1.2 -.002
(.018)

-.02 .006
(.023)

.06

'41.11,tas Iaasa. 74-2
1-6 x 23SZ 3lack 7-1

.002 .J6 .005 .15 .311 .23

(.013) (.021) (.027'

r 'Znicas ?.eass. 7-3
-.025 -.36 -.330 -.26

10
(.059) (.375)

r-10
31acics Rmass. 74.3

.011 .08 -.303 .31

(.020) (.023)

L'' 13 Z
Whites leass. 7+3

x 2152 31ack T-2
-.005 -.14 -.220 48

(.015) (.313)

1-1.0

L10

7'10

7 Whites

Z 31acks

Z 31acks
x 2 35Z

amass. 74-4

amass- 74.-=,

Rams. 744
31acic 74-3

a

-.023
(.330)

a

-.17

Caostant -.353 -.083 -.049 -.382

.54 .29

Observations
103 104 95 77

aw-



would be useful to know _his 'oss is made This is tested

in Table 11. The data Lndicaze :hat school less :han percent

reassign only black students make up their implementation year loss by T+4.

Indeed, this equation suggests less white enrollment decline with desegregation

than without. The most extensi-.,e two way reassignment plan (60 percent black,

and 25 percent whites reassigned) shows a small negligil .e difference between

the five year enrollment change without desegregation and with desegregation.

If the school district is countywide, there is less white enrollment decline.

with greater reassignments.

For school districts greater than or equal to 35 percent black, black

only reassignments again result in less white enrollment decline than no

reassignments at al1.17 Nevertheless, there is still a desegregation effect

for two way reassignment plans in northern and southern city school districts.

The most extensive plan results in an increase of five and a half percentage

points in the loss that could be expected with no desegregation.

B. Change in Percentage White. Because one goal of school desegregation

is racial balance, the change in proportion white should be as important

as the change in;white enrollment. Table 12 shows the five year change in

proportion white (% white T±4 %whiteT-1) and its relationship to the proportion

reassigned and the interaction of proportion black with white

reassignments. Although the equation is not very satisfactory, both desegre-

gation variables are positively related to change in percentage white over

this time period. If this is compared to the SMSA segregation ratio, the

negative effect is small. A thirty-five percent black city school district need

only expect an additional reduction of two percentage points in the proportion

white, with an extensive two way busing plan (50 percent blacks, 15 percent

whites). This means over the17c),g run, school desegregation does not

contribute much to increasing the proportion black--the single greatest
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Five Year :o

3e,a

Average -.652* -.Si
C. 151)

Average hrnerIclnyo_.--n: Rate -2.48*
(1.14)

Southern City -.081 -.L3
(.059)

Crime Race -.059 -.01
(1.003)

SD/SSA Seg. R.acio .092 .13
(.070)

T-10 C1+0,T+1, 1+2 "Whi.i.-es -.002 -.01.
(.030)

L10 (1+0, T+1, T--2 31aka Reassigned) .025 .16
(.024)

L10
(T+.3, T+1, 7+2 Tiices Reassigned) >..35 31ac -.019

(,024)
-.14

1 0
(T+0, T+1, 7+' 31ac:ks Reass.) x .35 Slack a

Constant

r2

0bser-7acions

allot in equation
*Significant at .05 cr 'oetter

.094

. 61

73



Year .:nan

b Beta

Average 7,', Elack -.028 -.13
(.056)

Average Unemployment Rate .112 .04

(.420)

Southern City -.035* -.99

(.022)

Crime Rate -.440 -.17

(.368)

SIVSMSA Seg. Ratio .059* .33

(.026)

L
10

(T+0, T+1, T+2 Whites Re.ass.) .005 .09

(.011)

L
10

(T+0, T+1, T+2 Blacks Reass.) -.003
(,009)

-.07

L (T+0, T+1, T+2 Whites Reass.) x .35 Black .009 .25

10 (.009)

L
10

(T+0, T+1, T+2 Blacks Reass.) x .35 Black

Constant
-.068

r 2
26

Obserw.tions
73

'Not in eglation

b Significant at .05 or better.



Rossi (1;72; act..-:a :here. eSS

can be uSE-2. :a the pclizy anal?sis 2=7..2:CT :tart means some balance

between costs and bene .

of a. przzr

bene.fi:s involved.

A. Net Costs.

the evalnc:ion contear., means :He

costs

.2ecause. :here is a cons:' obligation to

desegregate the schools, the effectiveness of school desegregation cannot

be judged in the same -.Jay one would juti-2e. D Therefoc-,=, cur

standard shod:d be the abiLi:y a program to achieve any effects at all,

regardless of the costs or benefits invslved. Nevertheless, the indirect

costs of school desegregation ha've been spe-'"'...-± in the ?receding sections,

and it is possible. to determine which reassignments are most efficient.

Table 13 estimates :he maocLini.= costs for desegregation ?Lau by illustrating

the losses in school districts that are above and below 35 percent black

and in city and large countywide school districts. The change in segrega-

tion is calculated from the equation shown in Table 1.

Table L3 indicaz=s chat, even in 25 percent: Clack school -list-riots,

black reassignments have no indirect costs u? to 20 serce_n: black reas_sizned.

White reassignments have their greatest costs a: 5 percent or less. Therefore,

if a policy-maker is going to reassign white students, it may be most

"efficient" to reassign .1.3 percent of :core because the ratio of CUt?Ut to

indirect costs is greatest at at level.

B. Net Benefits. lc order to evaluate the effectiveness of school

desegregation, it is necessary to -measure the net benefit in black inter-racial



Reassigned

Lacks Ong

5

20

40

Table 13

Five Year (7-1 to T+4) Additional 7. White

Enrollment Change Associr!ted With Desegregation

Cmailative

<35% Black

sqEg....1.21 City

- 7.7 t3.3

-18.8 +3.5

-33.6 +2,2

5
- 7.8 -1,3

20 -19.1 -2.8

40
-34.2 -3.7

lack/White Reass.

10/5 -15.2 +2.8

30/5
-30.0 +2.5

50/15
-52.4 - .3

60/25 -67.3 - .9

Large County

?35% Black

C a Large County

+4.3 +3.3 +4.3

+5.8 +3.5 +5,8

+6.5 +2.2 +6,5

- .3 -4.6 -3.7

.4 -6,6 -5.0,

.5 -3.9 -5,6

+4,7 - .6 +1.3

+6.1 -1.2 +2.5

+6.3 -4.6 +2.0

+6.5 -5.7 +1.8



contact with whites. We can calculate black contact with whites, or the

proportion of white children Ln the average black child's school, by the following

formula:

s
bw

k akbPkw

k -kb

where nkb is the number of blacks in Li given school, and Pkw is the proportion

white in the -.laze school (Coleman, et. al., 1975b).

Table 14 has three equations predicting black interracial contact with

whites with school desegregation. Equation 1 includes T+0 reassignments and

the interaction effect, equation 2 all reassignments plus the interaction

effect, and equation 3 includes only the total change in segregation. All

equations show that school desegregation is associated with greater black

interracial contact with whites, although the effect of black reassignments

is much ;treater than the effect of white reassignments. It is interesting

that the net benefit in black interracial contact with whites is greatest

for school districts at or above 35 percent black, despite the fact that these

school districts bear the greatest white enrollment losses. Equation 2

includes all reassignments in T+0, T+1, and T+2. The findings are very

similar to those in Equation 1.18

Equation 3 includes chance in the index of dissimilarity from T+2 to T-2.

This equation obscures the differential effect of black and white reassign-

ments, but it indicates that for every reduction of 10 points in the index

of dissimilarity (A = -13.3), we can expect an increase of 4 points in the

proportion white in the average black child's school.



T, 14

Predicting Black Contact With Whites
(Proportion White in Average Black
Child's School) With School Desegregation

Eq. 1 El. 2 Eq. 3

Beta b Beta b Beta

% Black -.676* -.59 -.705* 2, -.759 -.66

(.176) (.163) (.082)

Unemployment -.452 -.03 -.542 -.44' .509 .03

(1.095) (1.101) (1.03)

Crime Rate -.732 -.05 -.612 -.04 -.928 -.07

(1.141) (1.129) (1.011)

Southern City -.106* - J2 -.111* -.13 -.096* -.11

(.064) (.064) (.057)

L
10

% Whites Reass. T+0 .019
(.034)

.04

L10 % Blacks Reass. T+0 .054* .22

(.026)

L10 % Whites Reaps. T+0

x > .35 Blacks .024 .12

(.02')

L10 (T+0, T+1,
Reass.)

T+2 % White

.018
(.033)

.06

L (T+0, T+1,
10 Reass.)

T+2 % Blacks
.046* .20

(.026)

L
10

CD+0
'

T+1,

Reass.') x

T+2 % Whites
_.35 Black .02U .11

(.026)

Segregation (T+2-T-2)
-.0045* -.37
(.0009)

Constant .814 .820 .581

r 2 69 .69 .73

Observations 105 105 101

/
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Fable 15 shows the net behell'is to black contact with whites for

different hypothetical reassignment plans. Using the same reassignments

as shown in Table 13, we can see that every desegregation plan has a net

benefitthat is, benefits exceed costs. The greatest increment in inter-

racial contact is shown with black reassignments of 10 percent and white

reassignm2 s of 5 percent. Clearly, there are diminishing returns with

greater white reassignments. Still, the moat_ extensive desegregation plan

(60 percent blacks, 25 percent whites reassigned) continues to have a net

benefit. Using Rossi's criterion for evaluation research, even the most

extensive sch7D1 lesegregation plan is effective in obtaining the instrumental

goal of black interracial contact with whites.

aummar

To summarize, th,: greatest indirect costs of school desegregation are in the

year of implementation. Because post implementation year losses tend to be

less than normal, assessing costs over a five year period indicates the total

loss is reduced to zero or even a benefit in all but 35 percent or greater city

school districts. In these school districts, the most extensive plans involving

white reass'qnments can result in an additional five year white enrollment loss of

almost 6 percent over the five year period.

These data also indicate that implementation year costs are greater when

school desegregation blahs are phased in, rathcl -Lin completely implemented in

one year. In addition, the evidence presented here shows change in proportion

white to be mirj_mally affected by school desegregation because of the tendency

for black and white enrollment change to be positively correlated with each

other.



Tab le 15

Net Benefit in Black Contact With Whitesa

(Proportion White in Average Black Child's
School) for 35% Black School Districts

% Reassigned

Proportion White in Average

Black Child's School

Cumulative Total Increment Cumulative Total Increment

BLACKS ONLY

5 + 5 + .09 + .09

2.0 + 15 + .12 + .03

40 + + .16 + .04

WHITES ONLY

5
+ 5 + .07 + .07

20 + 15 + .10 + .03

40 + 20 + .11 + .01

BLACK/WHITE REASSIGNMENTS

10/5 + 10/5 + .18 + .18

30/5 + 20/5 + .21 + .03

50/15 + 20/10 + .24 + .02

60/25 + 10/10 + .25 + .01

aCalculated from Equation 1 of Table 14

'1'1



Finally, all school desegregation plans show a net benefit in inter-

racial contact, and paradoxically this benefit is greatest in school districts

at or above 35 percent black despite the fact that these are the school

districts with the greatest white enrollment losses.
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Additional Policy Issues: ImplementLitiT:n YeJr. Loss

Wade Level Loss Because of the problems of sampling fluctuations or unrealiable

ata, several policy issues could not be tested in the multiple regression

aalysis. One of these is the issue of whether the loss associated with

asegregation is greeter at the elementary school or the secondary school

avel. The policy implications of this issue are enormous. Knowing whether

aite loss is greater at the elementary or secondary level can give administrators

clue as to where to concentrate resources in order to stem white flight.

Answering the question

s difficult, however. OCR racial composition data only indicates he grade

tructure of a school, not the number of individuals in a specific grade.

Wherefore, differential changes in white loss between grade levels could be

:he result of grade reorganization among schools. Indeed, the school districts

aost likely to undergo grade reorganization are precisely those school

iistricts that desegregated.*

Conclusions regarding grade level effects based on aggregate data of this

type, cannot be accepted with any confidence. Analysis of the grade level

structure of the 113 school districts in this sample indicates a good deal of

variation from predesegregation to postdesegregation in the number of schools

with a 9th grade or above. The loss of even one school to another category

can make quite a difference in white enrollment since schools in my sample

range from about 300 students to over 2,000. Moreover, schools can remain

*Coleman decided to ignore this problem and selected all schools having a 6th

grade as elementary and all schools having a 10th grade as secondary. His

conclusion was that white loss as a result of school desegregation was greater

at the elementary school level than at the high school level. Subsequent to this

he decided this was incorrect and changed the procedure so that any school that

included a grade 9, 10, 11 or 12 would be considered secondary and all others

elementary. Some preliminary analysis showed almost equal losses from high schoo

and elementary school. See Coleman, et. al. "Trends in School Segregation, 1968-

73," pp. 77-78, and the insert to this paper, pp. 3-5. See Coleman (1975: 3-5).
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in the same category, but drop or 2_1 a grade with considerable reduction

or expansion in enrollment. In short, there is simpay no way of ceiling

conclusively what is really student loss at each grade level and what is

the result of reorganization without a pupil census by grade because no

school district is c'7nsistent in having the same schools with the same grade

structures before and after school desegregation.

White Reassignments to "Other Minority' s In the aggregate level

multiple regression analyses, the proportion non-black minority in the school

district had no effect on uhite enrollment change, whereas proportion black

was consistently the strongest predictor of white enrollment change. Therefore,

we w aid expect that white reassignments to other minority schools would not

have the sane negative impact as white reassignments to black schools. Although

the data calculations for the 113 school districts did not include analyzing

this effect, a case study of Denver's desegregation plan reveals some patterns.

The Denver plan developed by Dr. John Finger, mandated, with a few

exceptions that all schools be between 40 and 70 percent minority (combined

Hispanic, black, and other minority). Using this guideline, it was possible

to determine eight black segrev.teri schools (five elementary, two junior high

schools, and one high school. , and 29 hispanic segreg7,-.ed schools j.n 1973,

the year before their major plan. The most striking difference between the

Spanish segregated schools and the black segregated schools is the average

proportion white in each The Spanish segregated schools had an average 16

percent white, the black schools only averaged 4.7 percent white. Examining

only elementary schools, the Spanish segregated elementary schools had an

average 15 percent white, while the black elementary schoois had an average two

percent white. This conforms with what we know about the greater residential

integration of whites with Hispanics compared to whites with blacks.

:J



In order to determine the ilitference between those reassigned and those

who snowed up, the actual allmer of -,;hires who enrolls 7as substracted fron

the number who would have had to be reassigned there in order to bring the

school up to at least 30 percent white--the bottom line in the Finger plan.

This was done for both Hispanic segregated schools and black segregated schools.

The data show two striking phenomPha. First, there was very little white

loss, if any, from black or Spanish segregated junior and senior high schools.

All were brought close to or over 50 percent white. Virteally all of the

schools with discrepancies between reassignments and enrollment, can be found

at the elementary level.

Second, there is extraordinary difference between the loss from segregated

Spanish surname and segregated black schools. Using thirty percent as the

bottom line for both Hispanic and black schools, 90.5 percent of white elementary

school students assigned to black schools failed to enroll. On the other hand,

only 30 percent of white elementary school students reassigned to segregated

Spanish did not enroll.

This analysis suggests that white flight is primarily a problem at the elementary

school level--ironically the very students who would best adjust to the new

desegregated situation. Secondly, the Denver experience suggests that while

there is some white flight from Spanish segregated elementary schools, it is

minor compared to that from black schools.

Court Ordered v. Board Ordered Several researchers have made statements implying

there is a greater negative impact when school desegregation is court ordered

than when it is ordered by a local school board. First, it should be noted

that there is a great difference in the degree of desegregation resulting from

these different types of desegregation orders. As a quick examination of

Appendix 1 will show, ulf.,t extensive desegregation is court ordered probably

;



because school boards are more sensitive to white constituency pressure to

implement minimal CO - voluntary nlans. In adr!it-ion, E7W is limited by

congressional controls such as the Esch amendment which forbids busing past

the next nearest school. Indeed, there are only three extensive board ordered

plans and of thew. only one eassigned a significant proportion of whites to

black schools. It is this extreme skewedness of the dummy variable, court

ordered, which made it impossible to obtain any reliable estimates of its

effect. If we simply compare the most extensive board ordered plan (Berkeley)

with the most extensive court ordered plan (Pasadena), we can see little difference

between them in terms of the negative impact of sch._;o1 desegregation on white

enrollment. In fact, Berkeley actually had a greater proportional loss than

Pasadena. This suggests that the characteristics of the plan and the school

district are much more significant tha.,-, whether or not the plan is court

ordered or board ordered. Indeed, if we have learned anything from individual

surveys, it is that support fr-i: school Desegregation (which we would expect

in upper middle class communities with board ordered plans) is unrelated to

white flight. (See Giles, Galin, and Cataldo, 1976). In fact, a survey by

McConahay and Hawley (1977) indicates that those who most supported the plan,

were most likely to leave because of it..
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Appendix

CF_lculatinr the Least Squares Ecu-ation and Mood Test of S oniLicnce
for the interrupted Time Series Analysis

Least Snuares Fotiatioh
A A A
Ycs

8 co the estimate of the first pre change vaue to is the first post
change time point

7), ,
7 /

714 2-I/ 7.4
_L- 1 "At

where rn = the number of pre change observations
t = the point in time
y = dependent variable

OC ."41

where
4=i

t .61)41

Mood Test of Significance

Ye)

(1-0 )

Cei )

where yo is the actual post change observation
A isyo i the predicted first post change observation from the least squares

equation



* Data earlier than 1968 can be obtained by writing the author. The dat:-, used
for 1971 is the percent of labor force data rather than the percent of work. force.
Source: U.S. Dept. of Labor, Manpower Acirninistration
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Coleman's first "white fl.3ht" ?aloe,: (1975a) analyzed school enrollment on ly
througa the Fail of 19 72 , but 57 dividing the sample into large and
small school districts was able tc obtain an effect tae large school

districts. This analysis was roundly criticized for a ;ariety of reasons
(Reinho , 19 75 : an.-; ',-;reea , 19 76 ; .1;ckson , 19 7; ;

1975; Robin and Bosco, l9 6; ',;einberg, 19 75). :ackson's Paper reanalyzfn-,7,

Coleman's whole samhle, f2:17:. than lar2a and small separately, fouhd no'
desegregation effect when aciditionai control variable3 were inoluded
the equation.

This sample represents 84 percent of all cities over 250,000; 46 percent of all

cities from 100,00 249,999; and 3 percent of all cities from 50,000 to

99,999. Broken down by region, tnis- represents 38 percent of all northern
cities end 75 percent of all southern cities over 230,000; 55 percent of all

northern cities and 27 percent of all southern cities from 100,000 to 248,999;

and 9 percent of all northern cities and 4 percent of all southern cities
from 50,000 to 100,000. For a discussion of the original 200 city sample see
Rossi and Crain (1968).

Although most analysts of school desegregation and white flight use this data, it

is by no means unflawed. Schools will sometimes drop out of a listing one
year only to reappear two years later, and vice versa. This may be in-

consequential if it is caused d 1 the occasional addition of small special
schools with minute enrollments or a conouter error ia the listing of the

school ne-e. Despite these problems, it is reasonably reliable in estimating

trends.

Because the measures are calculated from the studer,ts who actually enrolled in

the desegregated school., they underestimate the EMOUnt of reassignT-ents,

particularly of white stucents. This is compensated for ssrewnat by
standardizing white reossi.enments by the desegregation year enrollment

rather then the previous gar's enrollment. Black reassigameets are
standardized by the previous year's enrollment. Dates of plans subsequent to

Fall 1972 were obtained from ihteraeed Education, EEW's Office of Civil

Rights, and David Armor. This was corroborated when necessary by phone calls

to local school districts. :f plans were provided indicating the affected
schools, the pre and host desegregation enrollment difference was compuce
in only those schools. ',.Then no plans were provided indicating the affected

schools, the pre and post desegregation enrollment difference was computed

in all schools. Only sienifieant changes which increased integration in
the reviving school were counted as desegregation reassignments. This is

discussed in more detail in Cnapt, 12 of David J. Kirby, T. Robert. Harris,
Robert L. Crain, and Christine Rossell, Political Strategies in Northern
School DesegreEzation (Lex.in4.din: D. C. Heath, 1 973).

The Index of dissimilarity is a standardized measure of segregacCen. It reflects

the proportion of black students vao would have to be reassigned, if no whites

were reassigned, in order to have the same percentage of blacks ia each school

as in the whole school_ district. Thus, the higher the index, the zreacer the

segregation. 71e formula for the index is

D=1/' 7 '"-i- -
W

iC was created by Karl and Aima Theener and is described in Karl and Alma

Taeuber, :,leerees in ?urk; Athenum. 1965) pp. 236-233. The computa-

tional formula was used to caiclate the index 3f dissimilarity measures used
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in this study because mei:en of it was eHe.-.e. 5w ao. The ,:r:rputa:ionsi. foroll
in-rol-ves adding or in 11 l so C a block repulaticn
greater than or eoa to :he_ perc,?.nt in the school district, adding or the

whites in tnese sancoin , f_ 3 their :esrec:ize sonceL district.
populations, subtracting :hese sums fro::: each other, and multiplying the
absolute value by 100. ALthou.kin this is a good deal. f as ter than the
equation, it yields sllenzl.y different results from title to tine, probably
depending on the niznber of ties in a given year.

6The follz,..ring school di2.tripts did not send no their 19 75 racial °or:Posit:icy_ data
(or to was incorTlece) and so the inde. was do;nnuted wit:. 19 7=.. data: Flint,
michigan; lzon, Ohio; .;.r.ob 4 , Ala: Yontgone.ry, Ala; Muncie, Ind: ?assaio,
N.J.; Paterson, N.j., Phoenix, Ariz.; Portia d, Ore.; Sacre:nento, Calif.;
Seattle, 'Wash.; South Bend, ind.;Soringfield, :11.; Sta=foT.-d, Co.; Toledo,
Ohio; Waco, as ad Wate.rbez-f Albany_1Ze7.4York_laact no 17i or '7_5 datrid_....
so the index was computed on 73 data. Detroit, Kichig-= desegregated a:ter.
Fall, 19 75 in the middle of the year so their index was computed with Fall '76
data. Boston's index was also oe_s.raputed with Fall 19 76 data.

7A least squares regression line is fitted to the ore desegregation series to pred2Lot
the first year after desegregation. The residual is the difference between
the predicted and the actual proportion white enrollment change. It can be
thought of as white flight associated with de.ses-regation. if there appears
to be sane "expectat.ion" of desezrega.tion in T-1 which would affect the l'±-0
prediction, an unbiased T-1 was predicted fICoi the prec:esegregation series and
used to predict (iio,.vever, imrtiple re.,7ression analysis of all cases
showed in :yo:ILral, littic or no anticipation effect.) The test of siimifieance
is a t-test (the '.'.f.00ci test) using the pretest variance only for the standard
error. See Sv..een and Cr.tippPell (11i65) and Apr)cndix IV for the formula.

Ln general, variables were etiraited from the equation if the standard error of
the b was so 7.11.1.C.111 larger than the 5 that. it node interpretation unreliable.
However, if a variable had strong theoretical importance, the sign of the
coefficient was in the expected Jirection, its effect on ocher variables
was "rational," and it contributed one percent to the variance explained,
it rem.aineci in the equation. Tads is the case with the unemployment rate,
the crime race, and previous white. reassignments. The grades desegregated,
court ordered, per oupil expenditures and the proocin.ion other -...rinority were

eliza..nated fro.-mo. the equations either because their coefficient was zero or
because, as in the case of court ordered, the skewe_clneesa -of the sale and
multicoliinearity problems resulted 'n extremely biased Coefficients and
irrational effect:, on other var-iables.

9The interaction effect of black re.:assiemze.nts in a azia:,c
district was red:ave.:1 torn equations 3 to severe rault:_i__-_olLtzeat_:-..-
problems and "Irrational" edio: so. other -Ter.lab:ea. This :72 ans of course

that the interaction effect in the e.,:uation coulil he 7.1:-ISk:L7.2,' both e±chc:s.

This will be D.21-7.-t in 17": .11:: .
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including an interaction effect between southern city school districts and the

amount of white reassignments proved to be unsatisfactory because of extteme

multicollinearity between this variable and two other independent variables.

However, zero order correlations observed over time suggest that such an

interaction effect may exist.

The residual white enrollment change predicted from the pre desegregation time

series was analyzed as a dependent variable. There are few differences between

this analysis and those presented in Table 3, except that density is a more

important variable in predicting residual white enrollment change than it was

in predicting total white enrollment change, However, this equation, even

with an interaction effect explains only 41 percent of the variance in white

enrollment dnange.

Memphis was excluded from all analyses of T+2 and later because of land annexations

which increased its white enrollment in that year.

3 The criterion for two or three year white reassignment plan is white reassignments

greater than .2 percent in T+1 or T+2. The criterion for two or three year

black reassignment plan is black reassignments greater than 6 percent'in

T+1 or T+2.

4 By T+4 the only school districts left in the sample are those that desegregated by

1971. By T+5 the only ones left are those that desegregated by 1970.

Since white reassignments are explicitly analyzed here, this time factor should

not bias the sample in any way that I can think of.

.5 The increasingly positive crime rate may be a function of the time lag since 1970

when the variable was computed. Cities previously high crime rate have

already had white outmigraton of those able to leave. It may also be a

function of multicollinearity.

A contributing factor is the fact that white enrollment change and black enrollment

change are correlated, on the average, above .25 beginning with the T-2 year

up through the T+3 year. Therefore, large white losses are usually accompanied

by large black losses (or less than normal increases). This has led many

researchers to suspect that part of the loss of whites in the year of

implementation is ertifically caused by inflated pre desegregation enrollment.

We would suspect sucn a phenomenon is operating, if there is also a black

enrollment decline (or a less than normal increase). Unfortunately, we can-

not control for this because there is no way to tell in the absence of a survey

what is black "flight" and w' at is an artifact of pre desegregation inflated

enrollments.
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Again, because of multicollinearity problems, an interaction eftect between

% black and black reassignments could not be included in the equation.

To determine if such an interaction effect exists, those school districts

that did not mandatorily reassign whites were analyzed in a multiple

regression equation including only black reassignments. The net effect

is similar to that derived from the full equation. In other words, there

is no interaction effect between % black and proportion black reassigned,

if no whites are reassigned, over the 5 year period.

18tn order to determine if there is some regression toward less interracial contact
over time, school districts which desegregated in 1971 or earlier were

analyzed with the control group. The effect is virtually identical to that

shown in Table 17.
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one of the studies on white flight tell us what effect community leaders

and the news media can have on white flight associated with desegregation.

This paper will explore this. In the order of their appearance, the following

issues are anelyzed: (1) the effect of leader'zhip statemunts on white flight;

(2) the effort of L:1,t (3) the effect of protest on

hits flight and finally (:.) the efc'- of le on causes of protest.

Community Leaclersn...o end White C--)e; sition: The Evidence

White there has been no systematic research on the relationship between

community leadership behavior and -,:hite flight associated with desegregation

there has been some research on the effect of leadership behavior on white

opposition. One of the more important of these studies is described in

Political Strate;,ies in :;orthern School Desee,regation by Kirby, et 'al.
2

They found white support and white opposition to desegregation to be a function

of leadership behavior and attitudes. White support was greater and opposition

less,
3 when the civic elite supported the civil rights .T.ovement, the civic

elite was more active in the community, the school bard was more liberal,

school board elections 'were more organized, a:..1 more harmonious relations

existed between the school board and the civil rights movement. In addition,

there was more opposition the mayor %.'as inactive or conservative on the

issue of school desegregation, there was more conflict within the school

board over whether to desegregate, a-d the superintendent was less active.
4

It is possible, however, that `_actors that influence white opposition

are different frog those that influence white flight.5 Protest, because it

is a short term angry, behavioral reaction to events, may be more susceptible

to the force of authority. White flight, on the other hand, could be the

result of a personal calculation of the costs and benefits of integrated

education (mediated by attitudes ) t- this is the case, public statements

fnr or against desegregation may only marginally affect this calculation of

costs and benefits unless leaders can offer something concrete that will chance

the perceived costs of deseg tion. (,'!°:1 the case of court ordered desegregation
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this does not seem likely. The most influential factor influencing white

flight should be the characteristics of the plan because this is the most

concrete_ evidence of the personal costs and benefits of desegregation.6

Nevertheless, leadership and the r.rc.1.:,s media could have an indirect

effect on white flight thron:* elf..ct on prof t and the sub5equc:It

effect of prole!,.: on white rclationshi be

explored in this paper.

Sample and Methodn10%

The ten city sample analvzed here was chosen from those school districts

in my 113 school district study7 which had desegregated under court order or
c, Er,

an HEW administrative order and were included in the Newsbank news clipping

microfiche service. The p'.an of analysis involved reading all newsclippings

in the categories of "education," "government structure," "law and order,"

political development" (incl-Y.ng elections), "social relations," and "welfare

and poverty," for a year bef. school desegregation. Since the newsclipping

service did not begin until 1970, all school districts that desegregated

under court order before Fa,1 1971 were eliminated. Because of time constraints,

the sample was reduced from 1=, to 10.

The final variables used in the analysis included news emphasis on

conflict, level of protest, and leadership statements- Means, totals, and

proportions were calcultQ' or six month and three month periods for the school

year before desegregation.

The sample of ten court order-2.d _:ies is listed in Table 1. This table

suggests that school districts typically reassign a larger proportion of

8

their black students than t'ne o r C 1deritS. 33ec.aus.- Minneapolis, Dayton,

and ALlanta rel vol=r_ fortperl'i black schools (even th.nugh

court c7der,,,I) - -si:T;nd is insLgnificani:.



TABLE 1

DESEGREGATION CHARACTERISTICS AND WHITE LOSS

Percent

Whites

Percent

Blacks

Yedra Reas- Reas- Change Fall Difference Statisticalof signed signed In 1975 Between Signif,
C.O. To Black To White Seg. Seg. Predicted of
Deseg. Schools Schools index Index

c

& Actual Loss Loss

(White Flight)

_

Boston 1.974 8 12 -23.4 26.2 - 9.7
d

.0005

Memphis 19/3 9 23 -36 1 50.8 -28.1 .025

Indianapolis 1973 4 11 -14.6 46.9 2.8 N.S.

Louisville 19 75 9 46 -54.8 27.9 6.7 .025,

San Francisco 1971 5 37 -31.2 20.9 8.. N.S.

Denver 1974 3 17 ,.7 41.7 7.5 .01

Baltimote 1974
b

2 6.2 67,4 - 8.7 .0005

Minneapolis 1973 1 9 - 4.7 44.3 .1 N, S.

Dayton 1973 0 4 6.6 69.1 + J N S.

Atlanta 1973 0 4 6.3 74.2 - 1.5 N.S.

a
Study only goes through Fall 1975.

b

Desegregated under HEW order,

c The h10.2r the index, the more segregated the
school district is,

d The figure represents the difference ih percentage points.
For example, Boston's actual percentage white loss

was 9,7 percentage points higher than predicted.

`1

fj
tJ
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Column four shows the change in the level of segregation (index of

dissimilarity).
9 The school district with the stoallest reduction in

segregation is Minneapolis, a city usc:ily lauded for its peaceful desegrega-

tion. It is quite possible that the reason it desegregated peacefully is

because it did not desegri.gate 7cry 7:nch, and the final inden of segregation

shown in column fi.:e indicat-- the outcome of their desegregation plan is a

fair amount of se:1;regation.

Finally, coin= si shows the difference between the nanunt of white public

school Larollent decline (moasnrod as the percentage of the previous year's

white nrul1u predicued from the pre desegregation trend and the actual

percer.tage white enrolime:7.t loss with desegregation in the year of implementa-

tion. This estimate, unlike the total enrollment declines usually cited in

news articls, can be thought of as white "flight" from desegregation. 10

It will be the dependent variable used in this analysis. Altl-,pugh all school

districts except Dayton had some white flight from des'egregation, only four of

the ten school dis,:ricts had a statistically significant loss.

Does Leadership Support for School Desegregation Reduce white Flight?

The first quectian to be answered by the data is an important one

for policy considerations. If white flight can be manipulated by leadership

statements than it may be possible to convince leaders that they ought to speak

out on behalf of school desegregation and thus eliminate one of its unintended,

negative impacts. Numerous studies conducted by the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights have led us to believe that such support is able to reduce or eliminate

negative impc:cts.ii

The simple correlation between leadership statements and white flight

do not reveal a very clear relay'- ship because leadership statements in

support of school desegregation are inversely related to the extensiveness of

1



:hr plan. There is a F.r?arL -
sc.hool

desere.2ar.iic.a

is also true when til-:ese stdt=.1-:Cs to a col posite variable

both the e:,:tent of Cr, plan cad the distrit p.,2rclent,ag,, Most

leaders do not seem to think thee they rezict.

"Within the content of minimal dsegr,p ion, d..segr,:!.Jatic:: is

within the context of exte:-.sive
desegrli-i()n is bad."

If we control for the extent of the school deso ^regation plan and protest,

the relationship between leadership statements and ":kite flight is reduced

to insignificance. In sum, this means that a simple rela'...ionshio between

leadership statements in support of school desegregation and tositive or

successful school desegre;rat n is not evident in the case of white as

14
Mu%I:ord indicated in his stud':. by own feeling is this is a function of

two things. First, there were not many leadership statements one way or the

other in most communities. The average number of "pro" statements for a

community for the whole year woo or.1 four, the number of neutral statements

three, and the number of "con" ..tatements only seven. Thu_, is clear th_it,

as has been indicated elsewhere, most community leaders simply hide from

issue. Since the analysis is on only a small number of statements, it is

not surprising they have little impact. A second and less plausible, reason. for

the unimportance of community leadership statements has to do with the

characteristics of court ordered school desegregation. In this situation,

Community leaders are probably perceived as being powerless to change the

most important aspects of the costs and benefits of school desegregation: the

characteristics of the plan, especially whether or not white children are to be

bused. Therefore, the ability of leaders to inhibit or increase white flight

may be substanti.illy reduced ,dhere they can offer little promise of any poiicy

changes and are probably perceived as insignificant.
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The co=on myth the :t':lij ja thdt a're

supportive oil soheol

roundly fPr,-
siamtinri; th,p 1J

imulv school desei;re.iLatin
-171 I was s-,.:rr,rie on r,2.T,,ilm,

the Globe for a whole year before rob aol deprecation to find that not only

were they .ct pro (-2c:t:-i;or=i, were quite PtLS3i7isEir abomt the

outcome of any school d,_H;c,grt*_ph p1 on. :.fr,ci-ccr, of the ten cit-Hcs included

in this study, P,oston has the hh=st score Iavernge and total) cm e:-:,7ha,z-izin

conflict or he4ative outtcm,s l.a the first six months of the pre cisezregation

year (before any subst.-s,ntiLil prrp,tests had tak:Pr, place) . For the most part, the

Globe went cut of its woo LQ int,'rview anti-busing leadars and to publicize

conflict and portents of dot.71 for the uocc,-:,Thg plan.

In general, this acres ! 'th a st._idy conducted by Stuart of medic coverage

on school desegre7atiun in :.;ashville.
1

5 he found newsoaers often resorted

to cliches busircz," "'::holesale changes," "bus log tu=oil," and

"white flight" where n: re prc_f:-.:: wording would have been ,a-promriatc,.

Moreover, anti-busing
inividualF3 were affcrd,_,J lie bul:: of

In this study, score for news :Poor': emphasis on conflict

was 3.2 an a a ale of one to five. This moans the average story e.-7,ph,-,sized

conflict, but not overwhelrain4iy, or that -pries emphasizir conflict or

predicting dire outcomes were ocassionally balanced ho stories emphasizing

positive outcomes or cooperation. As with leadership statements, the emphasis

on conflict was highly related to the extent of the plan. School desegregation

plans ith greater black and white reassignments were given coverage during

the pre-desegregation year which emphasized more conflict or predicted more

negative outcomes than plans that were minimal in their reassignments, and

this is not a function of the protest generated by extensive plans.
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when, as sh,.7n in Table 2,
luu'z_ and

deSegrc_Ll,,

clear to ,a. The th, o: choL

desegregation becz-:u4e tie; i:.formation roarhno

school desegregatich is ch:lhheld to Thus, th- :erceived costs of

school desezre:2;ati= coo creat b.: the medi:I. These dat

suggest that if the with

soch perceiv,-,d cast: e a icc ficactI re:lueeri.

Does Protest C.ause Mite

The simple correlation be.n p:otest and white flight is quite high.

(r = .71)1lowever, this could 5.) a function of the high correlation between

protest and the exten: of the ,_1:-:;eregation plan, As Kirb,: et. al. point out

white protest appears to 'cc a reaction to the decision to implement school

desegregation, but it dc,e> not prevent ik. Indeed, the greater the white

lo=,

opposi,:icn, the more 2choul

:4everthelss, while cdi to ja inca is nz,.Die to prevent school desore-

gati,.)n, it mriy '1i As Th,ble 3 indicate--;, protest: in the

first (cyFicafly DT,n Ties coca revealed) can i%,

hlt flight by sy7.bcitcaliy tItus trating the perceived costs of school desey.re-

gation. In the absence of other iniorm:ation, protest conveys the message that

school desegregation brings violence to a community. This message, six mohrhs

in advance of implementation, gi-ves par,,thts enough lead tine to find alternatives

to puttihg their cnild in an integrated school.
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Predicting White Flight
Emphasis on Conflict Controllin
for an Index of Desegregation.
Protest, and S Black

Independent Variables r Beta

Index o Deseg. , S 3tack, culd PrLes .83

Aver:,ge dews mphais on

.68

.37

L'the prediction equation is Willi:1. FLIG-nT = 4- .089 iNDEX ±

(Standard errors are in parentheses.) (.024) (1 06;)

The mean for INDEX is 1.23 and for NEWS is 2.50.



Predicting Whiie Flight Desegr,2gation an'd Protest

indednt Variables
Beta

Index of Whites Rehssign, K

District 7 Black

Average Protest Mont:1s

.88

.17 .22

r- .8)

athe predict too =quati-n
.428 + 1.40 DESEG. 1.1;DEX + .034 PROTEST

.026) (.025)

(Standard errors are in me1,1 r DESEG. II:,;DEX is 1.48 and

for :;L.4S is
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S:Udy has aE:e7,:.

and nrotet have on h_ a± light.

lustrated in Fir ,pis

tenthti7, op.s maue

age from thc.sized

stated at er,.-i.nning of tills: Chexpeotedly. ,-----., leadership

turned out to have no si,rnifilant an white tlight. :iowever, tfl

media did nave an fldependent effoct on white flight, as did the average

severity of protest in the first sin months of the pre-desegregation year.

These findings have important polio- implications because they suggest that/

tae' s h antiv alter C.It:t 1-)EiVed costs anLl bener

:hns its unintended negative impacts, cring

1 t.2. i r 'overage of s..hrrq desegregation. Undoubtedly, there are those who

would arg s unethical- -that the newspapers have a responsibility

to report exactly what happens. ,,evertheless, a careful reading of the

news stories on school desegregation si:;gests that Stuart is ccrrect--the

media go out of their way to iaterview anti-busers and to publicize protest,

not necessaril :r because it is a truthfl image of what is happening, but

because that sells newspapers. For three years the Boston Globe overemphasized

the importance of South Boston :Aigh School to the point where they wou]d, have

flunke, in elementary math course. If L30 qchools have no problems, is it

accurate reporting to devote virtually your entire coverage of desegregation

to the :lour or five schools that have severe problems? in doing so, the

tronbl>d lools are weighted thirty times that ot the untroubled schools.

I t should be emphasize,i at till is point that the smn.1 1. sample si e made

a more extensive analysis impossible. The variables analyzed here only

a few of the half doen or more variables that influence the amount white

flight associ ted with school ,iesegr,2gation. Clis sample of ten

can he considered repr.sentative or Chas,_ that nave desegregateri under

court orrier, th.i_s may ,_Lan,,e an AL2:ir future. At best, this should he

considered an exploratory project.

C)
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7, n i tes ?, bIacks 7 Vhites + Change iu 1,'al1 1973 Difference :Latistical

162;issip. Reassign. j/,, l',!ack, Seg. Seg, P,etve Pre- ,gnif. of

ears n. Index Icid,...!x
dieted and Loss

'l !;;11 1,osz

Year of Court Ordered Ik!seg,

Whites Reassigned

B13cks

,]1 .15

.64

,I5

.79

.98

-. i 7

-,60

-,90

:05

-.33

-.81

.01

-.73

-,40

.65

.60

.38

% Whiles Reilssign, filac!,s

Reassigned

-.88 -.85 -.16

Change In '..1egre4ation Index

(Index of dissimilarity)

.63 50 -.35

Fall 1975 SagegatIon !Hex

-.24

Difference between Predicted

and Actual. ',059

-.50

u-



the race Of the ..Ltors

-itegrateri = 1); tie type of = = 3, mr:rch = 3, bo ycott =

th,, ier of in(

involved ( 1, 11-2:3 = 2, 26- 100 = 3, 100-500 = 4, 500 1000 =

1000 - 5000 = 6, 5000 - = 7); the number of days, the number injured, the

number killed, the riar:;Oer ar :- csted. The number of separate incident:

the su:mmar ;;111:; ,C ee for all incidents v;(_-re

of school desci:-, 10_

cover,,ag,e of schools and desegregation were coded on a sca.

of one to five according to the degree to which they emphasized optimistic outcomes

and cooperation or pessi :istic outcomes and conflict.



APPI..NDLX TI

=ime

..verage Emphas'_s of Ne-:s Stcr-_es are desegregation school year 3.2

0,rst 6 months pre deseg. school year 3.1

last 6 months pre deseg. school Year 3.2

'umber of News Stories pre desegregation school year .86

first 6 months pre deseg. school year 38

idst 6 months pre deseg. schooi year 50

Total Emphasis: of News Storiesa pre desegregation schc. year 282

:lrst 6 months pre deseg. school year 117

1::t 6 months pre deseg. school year 164

Average Severity of Protest/Violence pre desegregation school year 26.9

first 6 months pre dept_;. school year 10.5

last 6 months pre deseg. school year 21.1

last 3 .
oonths pre deseg. school year 23.9

Number Protest/Violent Events

Total Protest/Violence Severity`"

% "Pro" Statements

% Neutral Statements

"Con" Statements

pre desegregation school year
first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 3 months pre deseg. school year

pre desegregation school year
first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 3 months pre deseg. school year

pre desegregation school year
first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre deseg. school year

pre desegregation school year

first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre deseg. school year

pre desegregation school year

first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre deseg. s(Alool year

5.6
2.2
3.4
2.6

131.3
31.7
99.6
89.4

34.4
21.9

36.9

22.0
18.4
18.9

41.2

42.2



Number "Pro" Stataments

Number Neutral Statements

.:__.col year

c

7.:onz!-Is -re. Wiese schcci

K

4.0
1.7

2.3

ore -lesegregation school year 2.8

firs:. 6 months pre deseg. school year .8

last 6 months pre deseg. school year 2.0

Number "Con :L't,-.e_emen:_:1
re desegregation scnc_i year
first 6 months pre deseg. school year

last 6 months pre .eseg. school year

a The sum total of emphasis score of each news story.

b The sum total of the severity score of each protest or violent event.

The percentages do not add up to 100 in ily time period because of rounding error or

because in the first 6 month time perio'i some cities had no statements of any kind on

school desegregation (e.g., 0% pro, 0% neutral, 0% con).

6.5
3.1
3.4
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Footnotes

1. Munford's study of school desegregation and white flight in Mississippi
found that the influence of leadership was small and it diminished

over time in both its effect on protest and white flight. However,

as far as I can tell, there was no systematic analysis of leadership

statements or behavior, and therefore, his conclusions would have to

be considered impressionistic. See Lewis Munford, "White Flight From

Desegregation in Mississippi," Integrated Education 11 (May-June 1973)

12-26.

2. David J. Kirby, T. Robert Harris, Robert L. Crain, and Christine H. Rossell,

Political Stratecies in :Corthern School Desegregation (Lexington, Hass:

D.C. Heath, 1973). This study of 91 northern school districts was
conducted during a two and a half year period from 1967 to 1969, covering

events from 1960 through 1969. The data come from a series of 18 in-

depth interviews with 18 local elites ranging from the city editor of

the local newspaper to an informed civil rights leader in the community.

3. White support for desegregation is measured by the number of meetings and

the number of people attending such meetings in support of the

desegregation demand. White opposition to desegregation is measured
by the number of meetings and the number of people attending such

meetings in opposition to the desegregation demand..

4. Kirby, et al., pp. 128 -130.

5. However, Giles and Cataldo found at the individual level the factors that

cause white protest are very similar to those that cause white flight.

The exception was educational level. Education was negatively related

to protest when income was controlled for. However, there was still

a positive relationship between education and white flight when income

was controlled for. See Michael W. Giles, Douglas S. Gatlin, and

Everett F. Cataldo, Determinants of Resecregation Compliance/Rejection

Behavior and Policy Alternatives ( :rational Science Foundation Report

NSF/RA-760179).
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6. Giles, Gatlin, and Cataldo also found that white flight, while only

weakly or not at all related to racial prejudice, class prejudice,

or attitudes toward school integration, was related to attitudes

toward the handling of implementation. I suspect that this

- latter variable also measures attitudes toward the characteristi:s

of the plan (e.g. whether whites are bused to black neighborhoocs,

the proportion black in integrated schools, etc.) Ibid. pp. IV-12 -

IV - 13.

7. The study is described in Christine H. Rossell, "The Political and Social

Impact of School Desegregation Policy: a Preliminary Report," (a

paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political

Science Association, San Francisco, California, Sept. 2-5, 1975).

The 113 cities consist of all cities with at least one study

conducted in them from the 200 city sample chosen by Rossi and

Crain and described in Peter H. Rossi and Robert L. Crain, "The

NORC Permanent Community Sample," The Public Opinion Quarterly 32

(Summe- 1968) pp. 261-272.

8. A complete description of how the variables are computed from OCR racial

census data and a survey of each of the school districts is described

in Kirby, et. al., Political Strategies in Northern School Desegregation,

pp. 176-180; Christine H. Rossell and Robert L. Crain, Evaluating_

School Desegregation Plans Statistically (Baltimore, Md.: the Johns

Hopkins University Center for Metropolitan Planning and Research, 1973);

Christine H. Rossell, "School Desegregation and White Flight,"

Political Science Quarterly 90 (Winter 1975-76) pp. 678-680.

9. The index of dissimilarity is a measure of segregation used by most

sociologists. The formula is

W -
D = 1/2

W N

where W. is the nu:-.her of whites in each school,
1

N
i
is the number of

blacks in each school, W is the number of whites in the whole school

system, and N is the number of blacks in the whole school system. This

calculation is performed for each school and the sum of all the schools

is then divided in half. The figure represents the proportion of black

students who would have to be reassigned, if no whites were reassigned,

in order for each school to have the same proportion black as in the

while school district. Thus, the higher the figure, the greater the

segregation. The measure comes from Karl E. Taeuber and Alma F. Taeuber,

Negroes in Cities (New York: Athenum, 1965) pp. 236-238.

10. The methodology used here is called an interrupted time series. This

involves fitting a straight line (least squares) to the predesegre-

gation trend of yearly proportion white enrollment change and then

extending that line out past the desegregation year. The white loss

attributable to desegregation is the difference between the loss

predicted from the pre desegregation line and the actual loss. The

test of sign Ince is a t-test using the --etest variance only for

the standaL,..i e_or. This is described ; -Li in Joyce Sween

and Donild T. Campbell, "The Interrupe: ..es as Quasi-Experiment:

Three Tu.,ts of Significance," (Evanston, .965, mimeographed).

00
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11. See for example, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Fulfilling the Letter

and Spirit of the Law (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, August 1976) and U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, School

Desegregation in Ten Communities (Washington, D.C.: Commission

on Civil Rights, June 1973).

la. Because the distribution of the variables is somewhat skewed by some

extreme cases at both ends, a logarithmic transformation to the base

10 (adding .001 to all cases to eliminate zeros) was performed on

all variables. All further analysis is based on the log of each

variable. A logarithmic transformation preserves the rank ordering

of the cases but pulls the extremely large values in toward the middle

of the scale and spreads the smaller values out in comparison to the

original, unlogged values of the variable. This shift toward a

symmetrical distribution better fulfills assumptions that form the

basis of statistical significance testing in a regression model. For

an extremely clear discussion of logarithmic transformations see
Edward Tufte, Data Analysis for Politics and Policy (Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1974), pp. 108-131.

13. This composite variable is testing an interaction effect. The proportion of,

whites reassigned is multiplied tjmes the school district percentage

black on the theory that similar plans will have different effects

with greater percentages of blacks in the school population.

14. Lewis Munford, "White Flight From Desegregation in Mississippi."

15. Reginald Stuart, "Busing and the Media in Nashville," New South, 28

(Spring 1973) 79-87.

16. Kirby, et al. pp. 128-130.

17. This conforms to the findings of a study by Miller and Stokes on constituency

influence in Congress. It was only in the area of civil rights that

the attitudes of constituents and their congressional representatives

agreed. Moreover, the relationship between constituent attitudes on

civil rights and their representatives' congressional roil call voting

was the highest of the three issue areas studied (.90). Also the

representatives' perception of constituency attitude was three times

more likely to be correct in the area of civil rights than the other

areas. See Warren E. Miller and Donald E. Stokes, "Constituency Influence

in Congress," American Political Science Review 17 (March 1963) 45-56.

18. Kirby, et al., pp. 128-130.

19. Christine H. Rossell, "The Mayor's Role in School Desegregation Implementation

Urban Education XII (Fall 1977).
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